Voice-activated shock collar
* Barking is the nature of the dog. But when at night or your dog left alone at home,the barking noise would interfere your
neighbors,affecting the living environment of others,which will cause the neighborhood conflicts.
* This product is provided with Voice-activated shock and alarm functions.The louder the dogs barking,the louder of the alarm
sound,and then the faster the frequency of shocks.
* After a time of training,the dog will learn that shock only acts as a punishment because of the barking.then they will stop
barking.
* This product is safe and effective. The electric current of the shock will never hurt your dog,you can be assured of use it.

Note: This product is not suited use in the noisy environment.It

is not suitable wearing on dogs when your dog are in the

street.
OPERATIONAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1、Take off the button from the belt firstly,then put the belt through the two holes.put the button on the belt like start and put the
belt through the buckle.
2、Screw the two same length screw cap on the shock collar.
3、Take off the rubber bottom cover,Install the 6V(4RK44) battery(pay attention to the polarity of the battery),then close the
cover.Put the test light on both nipples in the shock collar,then use a voice like dog to test the unit.
4、When the shock collar deliver a warning beep and the test light flash.It means the unit can normal working.then put the collar
round the neck of the pet.Adjust the tightness of collar.
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